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Curtained Walls: Architectural Photography, the Farnsworth House, and the Opaque Discourse of Transparency

Abstract

This paper studies the creation, circulation, and reception of two groups of photographs of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's iconic Farnsworth House, both taken by Hedrich Blessing. The first set, produced for a 1951 Architectural Forum magazine cover story, features curtains carefully arranged according to the architect's preferences; the Museum of Modern Art commissioned the second set in 1985 for a major Mies retrospective exhibition specifically because the show's influential curator, Arthur Drexler, believed the curtains obscured Mies' so-called “glass box” design. Through comparative object-based analysis and in-depth exploration of the images' discursive context, “Curtained Walls” finds both groups of photographs to be quasi-fictional portraits that are valuable today for how they engaged various modernist concerns rather than as reliable architectural representations. Ultimately, this paper complicates the history of a building famous for being minimal—and questions whether these photographs helped direct critical opinion of the Farnsworth House toward a transparency-focused narrative and away from other potential interpretations.
Curtained Walls: Architectural Photography, the Farnsworth House, and the Opaque Discourse of Transparency

In 1985, Arthur Drexler, then Director of the Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA), approached the architectural photography firm of Hedrich Blessing to commission new photographs of the Farnsworth House for an upcoming retrospective exhibition about the building’s architect, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Drexler explained that the original photographs, created by Hedrich Blessing as the Farnsworth House neared completion in 1951, featured the curtains too prominently—especially because in some instances they prevented views through the corners of the residence (Figures 1-2). Even after it was revealed that Mies had actually attended the 1951 shoot and had therefore presumably given his approval for portraying the building in this manner, Drexler insisted. According to Jon Miller, the

Figure 1. Bill Hedrich (photographer) for Hedrich Blessing, entrance (south) façade view of the Farnsworth House, 1951. (Hedrich Blessing Photograph Collection, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe Series, negative # HBI44901, Chicago History Museum.)
Figure 2. Bill Hedrich (photographer) for Hedrich Blessing, living room view of the Farnsworth House, 1951. (Hedrich Blessing Photograph Collection, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe Series, negative # HBI14490L, Chicago History Museum.)

Hedrich Blessing photographer who eventually produced the new pictures, Drexler was “not as concerned with the history of the matter as he was with capturing on film that transparent effect that is so much about Modernist architecture” (Figures 3 and 4). Indeed, in a letter to Dirk Lohan, Mies’ grandson and a respected Chicago-based architect in his own right, Drexler described the stakes of photographing the Farnsworth House anew in the strongest possible terms:

Since the house now has curtains they must be positioned to leave the glass as clear as possible. Pictures which have solid curtains at the entrance corner misrepresent both Mies’ intentions and the reality of the house. For the Museum’s purposes they are worse than useless . . . I have to explain—although I think you already understand—that getting the right photographs has become something of a crusade. I don’t know how to explain to the world the misleading photos we would be forced to use.

The following paper concerns itself with “the history of the matter.” The study considers themes of enclosure and openness in the Farnsworth House’s photographic history by exploring the inclusion of curtains in pictures of the building over time as well as the exclusion of the screened porch in those same images. Why is it important that the Farnsworth House was photographed in a specific way in 1951, and why were images created with Mies’ blessing considered too opaque for expressing his vision in 1985? What happened in the intervening 34 years to encourage a discourse on this building that privileged “that transparent effect?” And did the 1985 re-photography project clarify the significance of Mies’ architecture or make other potential themes less visible? This study ultimately suggests that disentangling the connected histories of the 1951 and 1985 Farnsworth House pictures complicates our appreciation of
Schinkel regularly specified wall coverings and other textiles as part of his design process and also actively promoted Prussia’s trade industry by helping publish catalogs, while Semper considered textiles to be Urkunst (original art) since he believed patterns created through weaving had informed the development of structure. A second factor was probably Mies’ own record of engagement with silk in Europe, a record that would range into the American phase of his career if he could persuade Farnsworth to accept his curtain choice.

Notable among his previous projects was the Silk and Velvet Café (1927), in which he and Lilly Reich used richly colored silk and velvet to cordon off space for a small café within the
much larger Exposition de la Mode in Berlin, and the Tugendhat House (1928-30), where photographs show soft floor-to-ceiling curtains. Additionally, we can speculate that Mies’ Farnsworth House curtain choice was also in some way associated with the prominent use of textiles in two other projects in his office at precisely the same time, as if the point were perhaps to create a kind of “curtain moment” within the larger expanse of his career. The first to be completed after the Farnsworth House were the 860-880 Lakeshore Drive apartment buildings (1948-51), where individual unit owners could determine their own curtain fabric as long as they lined the exterior-facing side with Mies’ material. Completed shortly thereafter, the Carr Memorial Chapel at the Illinois Institute of Technology (1949-52) featured luminous full-height curtains extended as a backdrop to the altar.

At the Farnsworth House many yards of the expensive silk were fit into place just before Hedrich Blessing arrived in early September 1951, providing Mies the opportunity to highlight that part of the design specifically. The curtains’ conspicuous existence in the resulting photographs, then, announced a hard-won triumph over his client and helped situate the Farnsworth House within his evolving oeuvre.

Importantly, the photographs’ entry into general circulation occurred in an equally conspicuous manner: as the key images for the cover story of Architectural Forum magazine’s October 1951 issue, a highly-publicized double-length overview of contemporary American house design. That special edition was delivered to 72,500 subscribers, thousands more than the combined total number of subscribers for Architectural Forum’s two closest rivals, Architectural Record and Progressive Architecture. Even if only half its subscribers shared their copy of the October 1951 issue with only one colleague or friend, the overall exposure that Mies and his photographic version of the Farnsworth House gained from this single publication encompassed well over one hundred thousand individual architectural professionals throughout the United States and abroad.

Farnsworth replaced the silk curtains with rigid blinds some time later, but no additional official pictures were taken. And since admirers could not visit the physical building itself, the silk curtains survived for decades in the only form that the Farnsworth House could actually be experienced: photographically. Earlier in Mies’ career, the Barcelona Pavilion and Tugendhat House projects had demonstrated the discursive importance of images of his inaccessible work; with the Farnsworth House in 1951, Mies made sure he prevailed in the curtain debate when it really mattered. For both Mies and Farnsworth, the battle over how to cover the glass walls ended up uncovering the fundamental ways in which their concepts of ownership and good taste differed. When Drexler, in 1985, commissioned photographs with less prominent curtains as a way to reveal the transparency of the architecture, he actually concealed an important physical embodiment of one of the modern movement’s most enlightening architect-client struggles.

“The Constructive Thought”

In Architectural Forum’s October 1951 cover story, the magazine’s editors emphasized the white steel frame as the Farnsworth House’s most important design element. In particular they noted that Mies had over-engineered the columns for expressive effect—that although the weight of the building combined with the number and placement of the columns had not required the use of such thick I-beams, Mies had specified them anyway because they functioned aesthetically as contributors to what he called “a special kind of order.” The columns’ massiveness read clearly in Hedrich Blessing’s considerable number of obliquely angled shots since the I-beams appear in almost perfect profile in that type of photograph. For instance, in the

Figure 5. Bill Hedrich (photographer) for Hedrich Blessing, angled stair and entrance view of the Farnsworth House, 1951. (Hedrich Blessing Photograph Collection, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe Series, negative # HBl4490h, Chicago History Museum.)
Architectural Forum’s editors chose for the cover, the photographer had placed the camera on the terrace at the edge of the porch, providing a raking view down the front façade’s full expanse (Figure 5). In the immediate foreground the viewer is presented with an I-beam right away. Sunlight hits the outer flange in such a way as to create a self-descriptive shadow against the side of the column itself. Just beyond, another shadowed I-beam is clearly visible. The remainder of the façade is shaded by a nearby tree; the other two columns are substantial enough to maintain their visual integrity while the glass, viewed at such an extreme angle, seems to morph into a mirror of the surrounding foliage.

The curtains in the middle of the cover photograph, obviously hung along the inside face of the glass, do nothing to impede the columns’ aesthetic functioning on the exterior. If anything, the curtains in this and the other Hedrich Blessing’s photographs passively help illustrate the article’s argument about the columns’ significance by, in part, blocking potentially distracting interior views. Moreover, the magazine’s editors included an additional image of the Farnsworth House, created by a different photographer, that actively engaged the curtains in emphasizing the I-beams’ size. Wrapped entirely in silk, the interior as portrayed in that image provided a soft white background against which dramatically long shadows of the deep columns could materialize (Figure 6). Of course the curtains arranged in this manner rendered the Farnsworth House entirely opaque, but that would only have been problematic if the building’s transparency had been the Architectural Forum article’s key theme.

Architectural Forum’s editors broke no new discursive ground with their focus on the Farnsworth House’s columns. By 1951, in fact, Mies himself had spent decades encouraging an interpretation of his work that assigned structure primacy. He had also stated repeatedly that glass functioned in contemporary architecture at the service of structure, that its role was to make structure more visible. In 1922, for example, he published a proposal for a skyscraper in Frühlicht magazine with an accompanying essay that began:

Only skyscrapers under construction reveal the bold constructive thoughts, and then the impression of high-reaching steel skeletons is overpowering. With the raising of the walls, this impression is completely destroyed; the constructive thought, the necessary basis for artistic form-giving, is annihilated and frequently smothered by a meaningless and trivial jumble of forms . . . The novel construction
principle of these buildings comes clearly into view if one employs glass for the no longer load-bearing exterior walls.¹⁹

Mies’ proposal featured a steel inner structure and a glass exterior through which the steel would be seen. In this case, the transparent quality of the glass was crucial, not in and of itself but because it enabled the building to communicate something more important: “the constructive thought.”²⁰

Mies made a similar argument about the essential supporting role of glass eleven years later, declaring: “The glass skin, the glass walls alone permit the skeleton structure its unambiguous constructive appearance and secure its architectonic possibilities.”²¹ Importantly, Mies wrote this passage in a speech for an association of glass manufacturers. That is, given the opportunity to address the inherent qualities of glass, Mies chose instead to expound on the way in which glass could help other materials achieve their maximum expressive potential. And he singled out concrete and steel, the two materials most associated with modern structural technology, noting dramatically that without glass, the “space-toppling power” of concrete and steel “would be undermined, yes, even canceled; would remain empty promise.”²²

Mies’ 1922 and 1933 statements have in common the skeleton metaphor, the assumption that structural “bones” would be located inside a building and that as a result the exterior would need a special transparent “skin.” For the Farnsworth House, though, Mies reversed the relative locations of the steel and glass. In this case, he extended the steel frame outward from the façade and pushed the façade’s walls backward toward the interior. The building’s glass, in its capacity as a servant to the expression of “bold constructive thoughts,” now only needed to be understood visually as a non-load-bearing material. Transparency contributed as a sign of the absence of structure but, unlike the skyscraper proposal of 1922, always being able to see through the Farnsworth House’s walls was not obligatory. Mies took a similarly exoskeletal approach to the design of Crown Hall at the Illinois Institute of Technology (1950-56) and, famously, used opaque glass along the lower portion of the walls to help create a distraction-free interior for students. At the Farnsworth House, curtains installed into the custom track lining the interior ceiling edge of every wall fulfilled the basic privacy and flexibility requirements of a residential project. Viewed from the outside, the silk’s loose folds added no visual mass to distract from the steel. And, as a sign of interior domesticity that could only be telegraphed to viewers as a result of transparent walls, the curtains actually rendered the materiality of the glass more visible whenever views through the building were blocked. In this way the walls continued to serve their function as the recessive, non-structural foil against which Mies’ forward-pressing, hard-working steel frame could be best appreciated—even, or perhaps especially, when the curtains were entirely drawn.

Contextualized, the combination of prominent curtains and obliquely angled views in Hedrich Blessing’s first set of photographs seems to be a logical photographic manifestation of Mies’ structure-oriented inclination. This combination also helps explain the aspect of the 1951 pictures that Drexler found especially problematic in 1985: The fact that the curtains tended to be pushed into the corners. The geometry inherent to the oblique architectural photograph tends to foreground or otherwise emphasize corners and, given the Farnsworth House’s glass corners in particular, that translated into ample opportunities to display the prized shantung silk. Moreover, the building’s non-structural corners were, in themselves, meaningful architectural gestures because they unmistakably differentiated Mies’ technologically modern design from the traditional way of building that had relied on corner structure. Visually filling the Farnsworth House’s corners with fabric, perhaps the only space-defining material more obviously non-load-bearing than glass, drew extra attention to the building’s structural design as whole.

“Transparence”

Thinking of the Farnsworth House curtains as one-half of a glass-and-silk wall system instead of a decorative afterthought helps us further understand Mies’ tenacity in his argument with Farnsworth. And thinking of the Hedrich Blessing’s 1951 images as a chance for Mies’ architecture to exist in a controlled imagined space separate from the building’s physical reality helps us appreciate the manner in which the curtains were treated photographically. Yet, in 1985 Drexler was not wrong when he insisted the Farnsworth House had exercised tremendous influence over modernism’s evolution as a key example of transparency. And it is also certainly true that the curtains marred this particular quality in both the actual Farnsworth House and its 1951 photographic counterpart.

Since the Farnsworth House was re-photographed in 1985 specifically to emphasize the walls’ transparency, a crucial component of the interconnected narratives of Hedrich Blessing’s two image sets is the way in which the view-permitting aspect of the glass acquired more discursive significance over time. The 1951 images themselves provide an entry point. That part of the story begins most obviously with the Farnsworth House’s initial introduction to the public, which occurred with Mies’
first solo exhibition at MOMA, September 17 through November 23, 1947. Titled simply “The Architecture of Mies van der Rohe,” the show was curated largely by Mies himself and coordinated at the museum by fellow modernist Philip Johnson. At the time the Farnsworth House was a recent commission, and as a result it was represented at MOMA in the form of a large model Mies had purpose-built for the exhibition.

A photograph of Mies inspecting the model during the exhibition reveals something curious: Under the entry canopy, unapologetically visible, sits a dull gray volume that does not appear in any form in Hedrich Blessing’s 1951 photographs (Figure 7). This element, it turns out, was supposed to read as the screened porch Mies envisioned from the outset to protect Farnsworth from the mosquitoes that inhabited the building’s riverside site much of the year. Unlike the curtains, the screened porch got caught in the infamous fight between Mies and Farnsworth. Unlike the curtains, though, the porch had not yet taken shape when Architectural Forum’s editors needed pictures for their cover story in mid-1951.

Farnsworth had the porch built during the spring of 1952, well after her association with Mies had ended. Two elegant center-pivot bronze-framed doors stood at the top of the building’s travertine steps, a fine-weave corrosion-resistant wire mesh cloth stretched between the building’s white steel supports and Mullions similar to the type Mies specified for the glass connected everything together (Figures 8-10). The screened porch remained intact the entire twenty years that Farnsworth owned the house.

Just as with Farnsworth’s post-1951 installation of rigid blinds in place of the silk curtains, no new official photographs of the building were made for publication after the porch was enclosed. The screened porch, which would have photographed as a conspicuously ambiguous light-absorbing void, therefore never took its rightful place in the American architectural imaginary next to the rest of the Farnsworth House’s more straightforward view-permitting glass. Architectural Forum’s editors helped set a precedent for disregarding the missing porch by only briefly mentioning it in their October 1951 article as an element of the design that had yet to be constructed. Not included were the porch’s complicating materiality, its status as an essentially functional design element, and its dynamic quasi-opacity in lived four-dimensional experience.

During the decisive first years when the prevailing consensus about the Farnsworth House’s significance was crystallizing, the limited photographic “evidence” showing an unscreened porch adjoining clear glass walls encouraged interpretations focused on transparency, both in a literal sense but also in terms of Mies’ full commitment to a conceptual lack of obstruction. Anyone with general knowledge of Mies’ career will be acquainted with the famous aphorisms that were supposed to have encapsulated this latter idea—“less is more,” “almost nothing,” “universal space,” “Platonic ideal,” and so on—while those familiar with the Farnsworth House discourse in particular will know that this building is often held up as the banner American example. If nothing else, the screen-less porch in the 1951 photographs did not actively discourage or complicate this line of thinking in the way images of the house with a dark screened porch and bronze-framed doors undoubtedly would.
have. Within this milieu, moreover, it is not hard to imagine how the curtains could have been overlooked; pushed as they were to the edges of the building and associated with the perceived pedestrianism of interior decor, the nuance of their serious architectural purpose was essentially made invisible.

For instance, in a 1961 lecture James Marston Fitch tried to use the Farnsworth House’s functional deficiencies to demonstrate how Mies’ artistic commitment to “an absolute purity of form” forced him to do “what Plato did” in disregard-
elegance . . . To escape [the] hot weather dilemma one could move out onto that beautiful porch and famous floating terrace, except that, without insect screens, they too were uninhabitable at this time of year . . . The owner has made certain modifications which presumably make it more comfortable to live in. But it cannot be held that they make it more pleasant to look at. In fact, in screening the porch, even with the care that was obviously exercised, Mies's beautiful creation has been not merely maimed, but destroyed. Where once pure space flowed between and around those hovering planes there is now a solid black cube, heavy and inert.30

Here, Fitch openly acknowledged the limiting effect photographs had already had on the reception of the Farnsworth House, and then moved toward solidifying this paradigm when he unapologetically judged architectural elements according to what was “more pleasant to look at” and, especially, described the “solid black” porch based on how it would appear in photographs rather than in lived experience. Importantly, the cumulative analytic momentum of the screen-less porch photographic illusion led him to dramatically misrepresent the building’s physical evolution, erroneously attacking Farnsworth for selfishly ruining a masterpiece of modern architecture when the screened porch had actually been Mies’ idea from the beginning.31 By this point in his career Fitch was not only a distinguished Columbia University professor but also well known as a critic specializing in climate-based architectural design. Moreover, the text of this lecture was published in a compilation of his essays in 1961, and again in 1970 as part of the verbatim record of Columbia University’s “Four Great Makers of Modern Architecture” event to which it had originally been contributed.32 So, although Fitch may have made a genuinely honest mistake in this analysis it is also entirely likely that his opinion, thus expressed, influenced countless others.

Henry-Russell Hitchcock’s observations in his respected survey text Architecture: Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, first published in 1958, in which he acknowledged the porch’s existence but continued unimpeded by its implications, were more representative of early Farnsworth House reception.33 He began with a telling description: “This is a cage of white-painted welded steel raised above the river valley in which it is set and walled partly with great sheets of plate glass, partly with metal screening.” Here the modifiers “white-painted” for the structure and “great” for the glazing assisted readers as they began to form a mental picture of the building’s general aspect, yet Hitchcock immediately placed the porch in a secondary position by not also helping readers imagine the screened porch. He then states:

The floor is a continuous plane of travertine from which broad travertine steps descend to an open travertine terrace. Planned about a central core in which are placed the fireplace, the bathrooms, and the heater, the interior space is completely unified, the different functional areas being separated only by cupboards that do not rise to the ceiling . . . this house represents the purest and most extreme statement of aesthetic purpose in one particular direction that the new architecture has yet produced . . .34

To be able to observe that the main platform’s travertine floor was “continuous,” he included the zone just specified as “walled” by “metal screening.” To label the interior as “completely unified,” though, he had to subtly shift to a more restricted definition of “functional” living space in which only those areas enclosed by glass were valid. His conclusion, that the Farnsworth House design was so refined as to justify the superlatives “pure” and “extreme” was already common in Mies scholarship but, again, it required the architecture to be perceived conceptually as Hedrich Blessing’s 1951 photographs present it literally: unpolluted and un-moderated by the kinds of discontinuities the porch could have introduced.

In this passage Hitchcock never actually promoted the building’s visual transparency as a specific virtue, and in fact in order to make his case he had to place the “great sheets of plate glass” in their role as partitions between interior and exterior. However, here as in other similar analyses, the underlying message’s emphasis on the clarity of Mies’ aesthetic sensibility corresponded metaphorically to what was seen—and, more importantly, not seen—in the photographs as a physical reality. On the one hand, to describe the design as “the purest and most extreme statement of aesthetic purpose that the new architecture has yet produced” was to reference Mies’ reputation as one of the mid-twentieth century’s few quintessentially decisive architects, someone who possessed not only an unwavering commitment to a particular approach but also the skill to maneuver away from whatever compromising obstacles clients placed in his path. On the other hand, what really made the Farnsworth House so potent as an embodiment of Mies’ artistic identity, and what gave Drexler a sense of urgency as he organized his exhibition in 1985, was the design’s supposed immediate intelligibility, its conceptual lucidity derived from the building’s physical clarity. Indeed, it was one thing for historians to shed light on an architect’s
single-mindedness but it was another thing entirely for that way of working to translate successfully into a physical form so obviously lacking barriers to its own expression. Writing in 1964, literary theorist Susan Sontag described this phenomenon of clarity as the viewer “experiencing the luminousness of the thing itself, of things being what they are” and pronounced it to be “the highest, most liberating value in art—and in criticism—today.” The word she used to encapsulate this quality: “transparence.”

This is not to say that critics and historians entirely disregarded the important role the structure played at the Farnsworth House. In fact, this theme continued throughout the discourse, typically in its position as that aspect of Mies’ design that noticeably enables the lack of obstruction—literally and otherwise. It was Drexler, actually, who labeled the building a “perfect expression of structure” in the short Mies monograph he wrote in 1960, while Charles Jencks, whose attacks on Mies’ architecture were vehement and frequent, conceded the building to be “a coherent statement of transcendental technology” as late as 1985. When Drexler objected emphatically to the inclusion of silk curtains in the original photographs, though, he assigned importance to a relatively subtle kind of enclosure, the curtains, which seem to have had relatively little impact on the perception of Farnsworth House’s transparency. While, at the same time, the absence of what would have been a much more obvious kind of enclosure in those same images, the porch, encouraged Drexler and many others to conceive of the building as transparent in more ways than it probably deserved.

“At First We Thought This Was Crazy . . .”

Ironically, it was Mies’ colleague and collaborator, Philip Johnson, who helped popularize the transparency narrative. Johnson had initially adopted a structure-focused interpretation of the Farnsworth House in the monograph he wrote to accompany the 1947 MOMA show. He praised Mies for having “carried Berlage’s theory of structural honesty to a logical extreme” and for practicing Baukunst (the art of building) in place of self-conscious architecture. Commenting specifically on the Farnsworth House project, Johnson eagerly emphasized the use of glass walls as a way to ensure that the “purity” of the building’s structural design would remain “undisturbed.” During the design, construction, and especially promotion of his own home in New Canaan, Connecticut, in 1950, however, Johnson replaced this way of understanding the Farnsworth House with references more akin to the “glass box” phrasing so common today (Figure 11).

Unlike the residence Mies was creating for Farnsworth, Johnson’s so-called “Glass House” project proceeded quickly without client debates or budget concerns. This meant that although the building was initially conceived after the Farnsworth House was already under construction, Johnson was able to introduce his finished Glass House to the world more than a year before Architectural Forum was free to announce the completion of Mies’ first American house. With the timing in his favor, Johnson wrote an article about his new home for the September 1950 issue of Architectural Review in which he specifically credited the Farnsworth House as the direct source of his inspiration for the feature that lends the building its name: The idea of a glass house comes from Mies van der Rohe. Mies had mentioned to me as early as 1945 how easy it would be to build a house entirely of large sheets of glass. I was skeptical at the time, and it was not until I had seen the sketches of the Farnsworth House that I started the three-year work of designing my glass house. My debt is therefore clear, in spite of obvious differences in composition and relation to the ground.

This text captions a picture of the same Farnsworth House model Mies was photographed admiring during the 1947 MOMA retrospective (Figure 7). If we assume this image is supposed to illustrate the sort of building constructed “entirely of large sheets of glass” which Johnson and Mies had discussed years earlier, what Johnson wrote for Architectural Review qualified as yet another example of an influential author strategically overlooking the screened porch. However, since Johnson’s...
previous observations about what made the Farnsworth House significant emphasized the building’s structural design, what is perhaps even more conspicuous about his. Architectural Review piece is the absence of any obvious reminder that the glass walls actually play a recessive role in Mies’ design. After all, given Mies’ consistent focus on opportunities made available by the era’s engineering innovations, his comment to Johnson about “how easy it would be to build a house entirely of large sheets of glass” likely emphasized the technological ease of the matter as much, or perhaps even more, than the crystalline spectacle of the result. In any case, the point here is that Johnson had two chances to shape perception of the Farnsworth House before the building was even finished: the first as part of the monograph associated with the 1947 MOMA show and the second his 1950 Architectural Review article. Readers of the former would have clearly understood the Farnsworth House as made primarily of steel, while readers of the latter would have no reason to value anything other than the glass walls.

Even though Johnson and Mies were friends and sometime collaborators, this striking reversal was perfectly logical when the Architectural Review article is understood as Johnson’s way to publicly highlight first and foremost what he wanted others to think was important about his own house design. His claim of having been directly inspired by Mies was truthful; the Glass House, in fact, started out with a structural arrangement quite similar to the Farnsworth House in plan and prominence. However, after various iterations Johnson eventually pulled his walls forward to meet the columns’ outer flanges, drawing attention away from the structure and toward the special qualities of the glass itself. This was fundamentally opposed in nearly every way to the function and purpose of Mies’ glass walls, which acted as a neutral foil against which the building’s “tectonics” contrasted so advantageously, but the Glass House’s particular wall-column relationship played just as crucial a role in defining the architect’s character overall. Indeed, in an essay once labeled “the most rigorous and learned consideration of the Glass House ever written,” architectural critic and professor Kenneth Frampton went so far as to declare the very source of the Glass House’s “strong phenomenological impact” to be the “suppression of its structural system” (Frampton’s emphasis). In the end analysis, while Johnson was not necessarily wrong when he associated Mies, the Farnsworth House, and glass walls with his design, the implied one-to-one connection was certainly misleading. Significantly, Johnson signaled his continuing commitment to a glass-oriented interpretation of the Farnsworth House when, in a later revision of his Mies monograph, he went on to describe the building in no uncertain terms as “the first all glass house in the world.”

At its core, the Architectural Review article may have been a clever piece of self-publicity, but we can find something much more profound than mere rhetorical convenience in the subtle shift of focus from those architectural elements holding the Farnsworth House up, to those elements that were being held up. Whether purposeful or not, Johnson essentially replaced a set of ideas recognizable only with the specialized knowledge of architects, critics, and historians—the structural design—with an architectural component instantly understandable by anyone—the glass walls. Moreover, by couching the source of his inspiration for a glass house within the context of a building that had only been experienced as sketches and models in a public museum, Johnson called upon his authority as a curator and taste leader to suggest a fusing of glass and art into a single, highly accessible concept.

Johnson’s Glass House was an instant public event. More than a year before his Architectural Review article formally signaled the project’s completion, in fact, the construction site was considered a bona fide tourist attraction. “Week-end crowds,” the New York Times reported in December 1948, have been blocking traffic on Ponus Ridge in this conservative old community of early colonial homes, with hundreds of residents turning out in holiday mood to inspect Philip C. Johnson’s all-glass house. While workmen put the finishing touches on the ‘private’ residence and the adjoining guest house, startled, uninvited visitors tramp about to view the results with mingled expressions of awe, wonder and indignation.

The fact that some visitors were portrayed as feeling a sense of “indignation” certainly highlighted the provocative nature of the architectural statement but did not, importantly, communicate a lack of understanding. Furthermore, the fact that Johnson, described in the article as “architectural designer and acting director of the department of architecture and design at the Museum of Modern Art in New York,” allowed regular people to wander around his otherwise exclusive property during active construction was itself a kind of “making transparent” act. When the author concluded by quoting a workman admitting “at first we thought this was crazy . . . but every day we are here we have come to like it more,” she underscored the positive persuasive power accessible art could exercise.

Later, after the Farnsworth House was completed and news of the rancorous architect-client relationship surfaced, Edith Farnsworth repeatedly accused Mies of having put aesthetic
concerns above everything else. This is not to say that she necessarily spread her version of events as a way to increase her own building’s perceived artistic value; however, coverage in Chicago newspapers and elsewhere sensationalized that part of the story especially, which in turn encouraged a general perception of the Farnsworth House as a definitive image of modern art in the form of glass architecture. When the influential editor of House Beautiful, Elizabeth Gordon, took up Farnsworth’s cause in the pages of her popular magazine, Gordon had to first accept the building as modern glass art-architecture in order to then build an argument for how Farnsworth had been forced into a physically and financially uncomfortable existence in the name of beauty.

In one of Gordon’s most famous articles, “The Threat to the Next America,” she presented a version of modern architectural history that directly aligned Mies with respected fixtures of modern art and architecture such as Cubism and the Bauhaus as well as with the so-called “International Style,” a term formulated for MOMA by Johnson and others to reference a specific kind of 1920s and early-1930s design. Some of her conclusions, including “form became separated from function and purpose, and became an end in itself” and “these International Style designers are much more concerned about appearance than they are about performance,” were clearly and intentionally derogatory. However, whether or not her readers accepted the parts of her article that were obviously opinion, Gordon’s endorsement of a connection between Farnsworth’s “glass cage on silts” and art remained.

Johnson’s self-promoting activities helped bring modern glass architecture to the public’s attention and make the Farnsworth House seem to be an important example of this kind of new residential design. At the Glass House, though, Johnson accentuated the reflective and refractive aspects of glass by specifically siting the house so as to activate different angles of sunlight across the building’s walls. The effect, under the right conditions, is a layered, almost hallucinogenic semi-opacity that has been photographed and commented upon nearly as much as any other single design feature. By comparison, when Farnsworth and Gordon attacked the Farnsworth House’s clear glass walls for overly exposing a private life to potential public gaze, they stressed physical transparency as a character-defining quality of this kind of design. The concerns Farnsworth and Gordon voiced were not at all unfounded, of course. Trees surrounding the house blocked some of the sunlight that might have produced the same kind of partial obscurities experienced regularly at the Glass House. And, moreover, the problems transparency created for the building’s female occupant probably became more acute as the landscape matured and more visitors trespassed on Farnsworth’s property to steal a glimpse of Mies’ increasingly famous building.

The Farnsworth House did not need to be perceived as perpetually transparent to be aesthetically successful; the glass only needed to be understood as an insubstantial material operating in expressive service of the building’s more substantial steel. As a general rule, though, the non-architectural public could not be expected to appreciate the subtlety of what Werner Blaser has observed as Mies’ “lucid and uncompromising statements” about the “clear distinction . . . between structural and non-structural elements.” Even well-educated lay people would not necessarily be familiar with the constellation of influences that informed Mies’ design decisions at the Farnsworth House, nor could they be counted on to interpret glass walls as special because they were not holding the building up.

Within this context, the negative press around the Farnsworth House’s transparent walls and rancorous architect-client relationship reached a ready audience through mass-market magazines and newspapers like House Beautiful and the Chicago Tribune. The readers of those publications appreciated glass as primarily a view-enabling material, like the “picture windows” that plentiful ads promoted to homemakers as a way to watch from the kitchen while their children played in the yard. The silk curtains that so bothered Drexler in Hedrich Blessing’s 1951 photographs would have further connected the idea of “glass” specifically with that of “window” in the public imaginary. And, although Farnsworth and Gordon emphasized views into the house for their own purposes, the fact that Farnsworth got to look out toward an idyllic tree-and-river scene would have seemed like a perfectly logical basis for understanding the glass walls’ importance as offering an ever-present visual connection with the natural world.

The non-architectural public, or at least the erudite strata of it, could probably be expected to recognize that a house with see-through walls had been designed with a very different idea in mind than their own more opaquely private utilitarian residences. In that case, the positive press around the ideals of glass architecture, which some magazines had begun to circulate by the early 1950s as a particularly up-to-date design concept, presented them with a reasonable framework for believing they understood what someone like Mies was trying to do with a building like the Farnsworth House—even if they themselves had no desire to live there.

Thus, one way of interpreting what Drexler did when he commissioned new photographs to more obviously demonstrate “that transparent effect that is so much about Modernist
architecture” was to offer his museum-going public images directly corresponding to a particularly understandable formulation of American modern design: transparent glass architecture. And, taken at face value, the 1985 photographs achieved that goal with considerable success. This is particularly evident when the overall façade images from 1951 and 1985 are compared. The 1951 overall façade image positions the camera at an oblique angle toward the house, the way visitors see it before they arrive at the stairs around the front (Figure 1). The featured corner, toward the right edge of the frame, corresponds to the bedroom zone, its status as a private space signaled by curtains that fully block the ability to see anything inside the house until the living room space begins. Part of a large tree can be seen at the extreme left edge of the frame while the outline of its main branch system reflects off the walls, obscuring part of the view into the living room and reminding us of the walls’ materiality. The primavera wood service core appears taller and longer than it actually is when looked at on the diagonal, making much of the interior seem rather dark. And, as Drexler noted to his chagrin, curtains gathered in both of the entrance-flanking corners further impede the view directly through the house to the trees beyond.

The 1985 overall façade image, on the other hand, is a straight-on “elevation” view that precisely maps the building’s minor axis along the stairs (Figure 3). As instructed by Drexler, the curtains were moved away from the corners; in this case they were bundled behind the trunk of the same large tree glimpsed in the 1951 photograph. Looking at the building from this frontal direction, the beginning edge of the glass-enclosed living area is essentially indistinguishable from the end of the adjacent open porch. Because of the late-autumn or early-winter time of year, the surrounding trees insert no dense foliage screen, while trees in the distance are clearly visible as a continuous line of brown vertical elements, the view toward them virtually unmarred by the house’s placement directly between them and the camera.49

“. . . The Effect of All of This Will Certainly Be to Restore Mies . . .”

While the discursive importance of the Farnsworth House’s transparency evolved out of the building’s specific architectural and photographic history, it was informed by decades of accumulated architectural praxis that connected the special view-permitting materiality of glass with the changing nature of the modern condition. In fact, Nigel Whiteley has noted that transparency was already considered “a sign of modernity and progress that was not just technical, but also aesthetic and ethical” as early as World War I.50 This widespread faith in transparency as a quintessentially twentieth-century mode proved an obvious and effective target during the 1960s and ’70s, when modern art of all types was questioned and found lacking. One of the earliest and most direct attacks on transparency came in the form of an essay; the first of a pair entitled “Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal” by architectural theorists Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky.51 Published in 1963, the main point was to challenge modernism’s hegemony on its own terms by fracturing the definition of transparency into dualities such as “literal and phenomenal,” “unambiguous and equivocal,” “singular and multiple,” and so on. Throughout much of the essay, Rowe and Slutzky dwell on the issue of transparency in painting or on critical architectural texts characterized by a strong connection between painting and architecture, neither of which is entirely relevant to the ways in which transparency was assumed to have been important to Mies and the Farnsworth House, specifically. However, the potential these authors demonstrated to destabilize what was supposed to have been one of the most straightforward modern virtues functioned as a harbinger of things to come.

One of the loudest and most influential early voices was Robert Venturi. In his 1966 book Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, he admitted “Mies' exquisite pavilions have had valuable implications for architecture” but went on to note “their selectiveness of content and language is their limitation as well as their strength.”52 The accusation of exclusivity he leveled against Mies was not a particularly difficult argument to make since this was one of the qualities that Mies adherents unapologetically admired most; the very fact that Mies strove so single-mindedly to find and express “the thing itself” seemed to justify other idiosyncrasies. In a book specifically promoting inclusiveness, though, going to great lengths to emphasize this served the important rhetorical purpose of helping delineate postmodernism as distinct from what came before it; Mies’ doctrine, “less is more,” may have been as widely circulated when it served as the foil for Venturi’s twist, “less is a bore.”

Venturi’s attitude toward Mies was generous in comparison to the comments of another well-known postmodern architectural critic, Charles Jencks. In his seminal 1977 book, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture, he vehemently attacked Mies and Mies-inspired glass-and-steel architecture as “impoverished,” “fetishised,” “inarticulate,” and most especially “univalent.”53 These were strong words, again meant to undermine modern architecture according to precisely the sorts of values Modernists themselves had previously promoted. But
also like Venturi, Jencks was careful to formulate as extreme a vision of modern architecture as possible so as to juxtapose postmodernism to greatest effect.

It was within the context of this rhetorical push-and-pull that Drexler’s Mies retrospective materialized in 1985. Called “the Centennial Exhibition” because it claimed a central position among various high-profile celebrations marking the 100-year anniversary of Mies’ birth, the show understandably garnered attention among devotees on both sides of the modern-postmodern contest. Even before it opened in early 1986, New York Times architecture critic Paul Goldberger expressed high expectations in an article decidedly entitled “Modernism Reaffirms Its Power”:

The impulse toward a resurgence of modernist sentiment will coalesce, surely, around the exhibition the Museum of Modern Art has planned for this February to mark the centennial of the birth of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. It will be a major event, promised as the most complete retrospective of this modernist master’s work ever mounted, and it has already stimulated several books on the great International Style architect; the effect of all of this will certainly be to restore Mies, whose significance has been obscured not a little in recent years, to the forefront of the architectural consciousness.

Here, clearly, the show’s value was imagined to extend beyond merely educating the public about glass architecture, even as “the most complete retrospective” in history. Goldberger, in fact, was putting Drexler and MOMA on the front lines against the most passionate anti-Mies postmodernist forces. For Drexler, no detail was too small, especially because he also had to protect his museum’s reputation for promoting the best qualities of contemporary architecture. Any potential for alternate, layered, or ambiguous interpretations of Hedrich Blessing’s 1951 photographs, in other words, would have been inappropriate for the fight ahead. Instead, what Drexler needed were images that were absolutely clear—literally and metaphorically—in order to help his audience re-connect with what modernists considered the elemental beauty of Mies’ true masterworks. In this sense, Drexler’s passion for having the Farnsworth House re-photographed for the 1985 Mies retrospective seems not only perfectly logical but also solidly located within the broader developments of twentieth-century architectural history.

Fortunately for transparency-minded Drexler, when Hedrich Blessing arrived at the Farnsworth House in 1985 to re-photograph the building, they had to be careful to hide the curtains behind a large tree but did not have to work around the porch’s dark void (Figure 3). This was because Peter Palumbo, the wealthy modern architecture connoisseur who purchased the Farnsworth House in the early 1970s, had had the porch removed a decade earlier. Guided by Hedrich Blessing’s original images and their reception, in fact, Palumbo had set about restoring the house back to what he believed to be Mies’ original design. On the one hand, this meant he had replaced Farnsworth’s rigid blinds with diaphanous silk-like material but, on the other hand, it also meant any trace of the screened porch and its bronze-framed doors had been eliminated. Palumbo’s changes essentially altered the Farnsworth House reality into alignment with its two-dimensional illusion. As a result, all that was left for Drexler—in a quasi-Platonic twist—was to make sure the building’s photographic self aligned with its idea.

Not surprisingly, the Farnsworth House of Hedrich Blessing’s 1985 photographs is a kind of strategic abstraction of itself. The frontal view, especially, causes the flanges of the columns and fascias of roof and floor planes to read like two-dimensional lines, as if a diagrammatic elevation of the building’s structural design had been drawn into the scene with a thick white marker (Figure 3). This is a static and insubstantial façade photograph. More tellingly, the 1951 image tantalizes viewers with openly obscured details, inviting engagement and promising more to learn; the 1985 image seems to expose all, but in fact gives viewers no more than what they already expect, assuring them there is nothing more to know. Transparency presented in this way encourages a particularly insidious form of intellectual opacity: It suggests there is no question the modernism this building embodies cannot answer—while also discouraging the asking.

Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno warned us something like this might happen. In their famous essay, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” they outlined the ways in which prefabricated opportunities for enlightenment could lead to a sort of pacifying self-satisfaction. Of course, their concern was directed toward capitalist manipulation of the “mass-media consumer’s powers of imagination and spontaneity” for their own gain; this overt Marxism does not directly apply here. But the question remains: Did Drexler do too much of (in Horkheimer and Adorno’s words) the visitor’s “schematizing for him” in zealously causing new photographs of the Farnsworth House to be created that purposefully shed
the original images’ more challenging aspects? And was Drexler especially successful in this case precisely because the notion at issue was transparency—that quality which, by definition both literally and figuratively, promises elucidation rather than obfuscation?

Part of the urgency informing Drexler’s self-styled “crusade” may have stemmed from the fact that the original Hedrich Blessing images, which he considered so problematic, actually enjoyed a wide currency. Did he perhaps harbor some hope that his new photographs might become similarly separated from the context of their own production and eventually challenge the 1951 set as the authoritative visual record of the Farnsworth House? If he had not died only two years later at the relatively young age of 61, Drexler would have lived to see that very scenario evolve into actual reality; today Hedrich Blessing’s 1985 photos circulate freely, often undated and used in place of the original 1951 photographs, potentially influencing a new generation of architectural publics. One of many notable examples can be found in Alice Friedman’s book, *Women and the Making of the Modern House: A Social and Architectural History*, in which Hedrich Blessing’s 1985 frontal façade view appears as the opening image for the chapter entitled “People Who Live in Glass Houses: Edith Farnsworth, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, and Philip Johnson.” In other words, a photograph explicitly created to accentuate the Farnsworth House’s transparency occupies the most prominent illustrative position within a piece of scholarship that extends modern architecture’s transparency-themed discourse in an important new direction. Friedman could be viewed as having helped this image achieve its destiny, on the one hand, but on the other, Drexler’s desire to re-photograph the building in 1985 originated with his interest in reviving Mies’ modernist legacy whereas Friedman’s work challenges and complicates it. Knowing the 1985 façade view in particular portrays the Farnsworth House as more transparent than Mies himself envisioned—photographically at least—does not necessarily hurt Friedman’s argument. Indeed, if the Mies-inflected curtained walls of 1951 could be interpreted as suggesting Farnsworth’s sequestration almost as much as Drexler’s view-permitting walls of 1985 suggest her exhibition, both sets of photographs could be interrogated against what Friedman and others have uncovered about the nature of women’s spatial experience.

“Modern Architecture’s Core of Truth”

Friedman is not the only historian to have taken up Mies’ use of glass in general and transparency in particular as a theme in her own scholarship since Drexler commissioned Hedrich Blessing in 1985. Moreover, in recent years, several works of art exploring the meanings and implications of the Farnsworth House and its clear glass walls have also been presented for more broadly public consumption akin to Johnson’s strategic Glass House promotion. Perhaps best known among them is Íñigo Manglano-Ovalle’s short film *Le Baiser* (“The Kiss”), produced in 1999 and showing the artist as a window washer meticulously cleaning the exterior glass of the Farnsworth House as a young woman listens to music inside.

In 2007, a photographic analog to the continued evolution of scholarly and public transparency discourse was created.
The building’s new operator, a historic preservation advocacy group called Landmarks Illinois, commissioned Hedrich Blessing to once again photograph the house (Figure 12). The façade image from this shoot, just like the photographer’s overall façade shot from 1985, the camera is positioned frontally relative to the building, tracing its minor axis up the stairs. Taken at the same time of year as before, the trees read correctly as evidence of the building’s setting directly amidst nature but no foliage impedes the view. And, despite some tree reflections, the edge of the glass-enclosed interior living area is virtually indistinguishable from the end of the adjacent open porch, as was also the case previously. In fact, the only really obvious difference between the two photographs is that whereas the curtains are pushed rather awkwardly behind a big tree in 1985, in 2007 the curtains have been removed altogether. Here, finally, is photographic proof of a fully transparent Farnsworth House that only really exists in the timeless and undifferentiated space of the American architectural imaginary. The “glass pavilion,” which Drexler once labeled “modern architecture’s core of truth,” has been made manifest—he, we speculate, would have been pleased.

Sarah M. Drexler is an independent scholar of art and architectural history in Chicago and Adjunct Associate Professor in the Master of Historic Preservation program at Goucher College in Baltimore.
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